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All engineering problems consider uncertainties. These range from small production uncertainties to
large-scale uncertainties coming from outside, such as variable wind speed or sunlight. Currently, modern methods for uncertainty propagation have large difficulties with estimation of statistics for large-scale
problems which considers hundreds of these uncertain parameters. Due to the complexity of the problem
and limitations of the modern methods, a common approach for modelling large scale problems is to
select a few important parameters and model statistics for these parameters.
However, this can lead to an important problem. In this paper, an application of the UptimAI’s UQ propagation algorithm is used to discuss a new problem arising from very high dimensional spaces where a
large number of parameters have negligible impact on the final solution. In other words, when a problem consists of a great number of uncertain design parameters, common practice is to focus on the most
important ones and neglect the non-influential ones. However, a combination of a great number of noninfluential parameters can lead to completely different results. This is especially a problem for modelling
large dimensional statistical models where a common approach is to perform sensitivity analysis and neglect the non-influential variables, i.e. set the non-influential variables to nominal value. Therefore,
using a common approach of neglecting the non-influential variables could lead to a dramatic error and
hence, we call this problem ”many times nothing killed a horse”. This problem cannot be observed for
cases with a small number of design parameters, which are commonly solved in statistical modelling.
The reason for this issue is that the combined influence of neglected variables is extremely small and
such that has no influence on the final output.
Application of the UptimAl’s UQ propagation algorithm to modern engineering problems and the possibilities of mitigation of the cumulative influence of non-influential parameters is discussed in detail.
The problem is shown on a case of economic load dispatch (ELD) problem which consist of 140 dimensions [1]. To this problem was applied UptimAI’s UQ propagation algorithm to obtain accurate
statistics for the problem and to get deeper insight into the statistics. Using the accurate model obtained
by UptimAI’s algorithm, we compare statistics of using only important variables and using all variables.
This lead to a significant difference between results and such that put a large question mark on standard

approach. The obtained results are validated with the Monte Carlo simulation applied directly to ELD
problem.
Application of UptimAl’s UQ propagation algorithm to modern engineering problems and the possibilities of mitigation of the cumulative influence of non-influential parameters is discussed in detail.
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Introduction

In order to be able to correctly determine the mathematical model of a large-scale problem, we need
to overcome several limitations. The basic pitfalls of this issue includes computational expense, course
of dimensionality [2], nonlinearity [3], correlated inputs [4], and others. The main issue in large-scale
problems is the curse of dimensionality. With an increasing number of dimensions, the volume of the
space rises so fast that the available data becomes sparse. To be able to estimate reliable statistics, the
amount of data needed, often grows exponentially. It is natural that most research on large-scale problems
has taken the path of reducing dimensions with the vision of improving the efficiency, and accuracy of
statistical properties.
In [5], authors focused on the division and comparison of existing methods for dimension reduction.
They contrasted the classical linear method (principal component analysis - PCA [6]) with twelve novel
non-linear methods such as Kernel PCA [7], Isomap [8], [9], Sammon mapping [10], etc. From the
obtained results, they concluded that nonlinear techniques for dimensionality reduction are, despite their
large variance, not yet capable of outperforming the traditional PCA.
The topic of dimensionality reduction significantly interferes with the field of artificial intelligence,
where the topology of feature-selection methods was proposed in [11]. PCA method was there classified
as feature extraction method. They divided all dimension reduction methods into two classes. Feature
extraction methods interprets the transformation of input high-dimensional space into a lower dimension,
while feature selection methods choose specific, most influential input variables and neglecting others.
To identify the most influential input variables, there are plenty of methods. In case of mapping (how
variations in all input variables vary with model output), one should focus on Sensitivity Analysis (SA)
[12]. It is used for feature selection as a wrapper method for filtering input variables/features in AI [13].
Another field of use of SA is the mathematical modeling of real-world systems. For this purpose, it is
an attempt to break out of the course of dimensionality. One such problem is the reservoir operating
rule [14], [15], [16] where an adaptive surrogate model and SA are used to improve the performance
of multi-objective optimization. For the adaptive surrogate model they chose the multivariate adaptive
regression splines (MARS) and for SA they used Sobol’s method. The work of [17] is more closely
devoted to hydrological modeling.
Water models were the subject of the research in [18]. They paid attention to the total maximum daily
load in the watershed model. Through Hydrologic Simulation Program-FORTRAN (HSPF) model and
implementation of SA, it was determined, the water temperature is the most influential input variable
which controls the overall dissolved oxygen concentration. The statistical properties of dissolved oxygen
data were obtained using the HSPF model which was compared to Rosenblueth’s method [18].
The aim of this article is to show that common methods for dimension reduction could have difficulties
with solving very-high dimensional space problems. We propose an example of hyper-large problem
(Economic Load Dispatch problem - ELD) [1] considering 140 input variables. In this case, we use
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global variance-based SA method to find out the global sensitivity indices [19]. It reveals which input
variables have the least effect on the resulting variance. On this problem we will show how these methods
fail to select the proper amount of variables.
This work contributes to:
• drawing attention to the risks of dimensionality reduction
• opening research into modeling of very high-dimensional problems
The work is structured in the following way. In the first section, we present the ELD problem. In the
second section, we perform the SA using the UptimAI software. According to the result of the analysis,
we make feature selection on the ELD problem. Then we look closer at the feature-selected model, e.g.
position and the shape of PDF and basic statistics, such as mean, median and mode. We perform the
same process for the full-dimensional model and compare the results from the feature-selected model. In
the third section, we verify the results using the Monte Carlo simulation. In the last section, we discuss
the conclusion of the raised issue.
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ELD problem

A large number of neglected input variables can cause the ”many times nothing killed a horse” phenomenon. To show the influence of neglected variables, we choose the high dimensional static Economic
Load Dispatch (ELD) problem.
The task is to optimize an amount of electricity produced by individual power generators which are all
connected to one network [1]. The amount of energy produced must meet the demand requirements.
Hence, we want to determine the optimal production capacity of individual units using the amount of
energy required. The main goal is to minimize the production and operational costs while meeting the
constraints of unit production capacity and energy demand requirements.
There is a quadratic dependence between the size of the generated electricity (Pi ) by ith generation unit
and the price of production and operating costs ( fi (Pi )). Production and operating costs are defined as
fi (Pi ) = ai Pi2 + bi Pi + ci ,

i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N

(1)

where ai , bi , ci are cost coefficients found in [1]. The network contains N generation units. Hence, the
total operating costs are
N

F = ∑ fi (Pi ),

(2)

i=1

and the demand requirement is an equality constrain noted as follows:
N

Pload = ∑ Pi .

(3)

i=1

We limit the production capacities of an individual unit by using lower and higher bounds. The lower
and upper bound of ith power generation unit is Pimin , Pimax , i.e.
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Pimin ≤ Pi ≤ Pimax .

(4)

However, the power units draw energy from renewable sources. Hence, they are dependent on random
factors, such as wind, water or sunlight. The magnitude of the generated energy of the ith generator is
a random variable. In such a case, we transfer the task of minimizing operating costs to a uncertainty
propagation problem. Hence, we estimate the probability distribution of the price of operating costs and
obtain standard statistics, such as mean, median and mode. PDFs of the real generated volumes of an
electric energy of individual power unit corresponding to time period t are described in Table 1. We
assume that each dimension corresponds to an independent random input variable.
Variable
name

...

Probabability Statistical
distribution
parameters
min: 71.0
uniform
max: 119.0
min: 120.0
uniform
max: 189.0
min: 125.0
uniform
max: 190.0
...
...

x81

normal

mean: 200.0
std: 542.0

...

...

...

x1
x2
x3

min: 7.0
max: 19.0
min: 7.0
x139
uniform
max: 19.0
min: 26.0
x140
uniform
max: 40.0
Table 1: Input uncertain variables.
x138

uniform

Note that variable x81 was modified by replacing the uniform distribution with a normal one.
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Uncertainty Quantification of ELD Problem

A standard way is to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. For this purpose we use the SA method
such as Sobol indices [19]. Using UptimAI’s SA, we filter input variables with minimal influence on
the output. We plot the PDF of the feature-selected model. Also, we create model considering all
the low-influential variables – the full-dimensional model. Comparing the shape of the PDFs and their
basic statistics, we show a significant impact of the combination of neglected input variables on the final
statistics.
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3.1 Sensitivity Analysis
The field of sensitivity analysis is extensive and includes several different methods. Our goal is to
quantify the influence of individual input variables on the variance of the output. For this purpose,
we will use the variance-based method – Sobol indices [19]. Decomposition of variance expression of
dimension d follows
d

d

Var(Y ) = ∑ Vi + ∑ Vi j + · · · +V12...d
i=1

(5)

i< j

where the first order variances are defined as
Vi = VarXi (EX∼i (Y | Xi ))

(6)

and the second order variances are defined as

Vi j = VarXi j EX∼i j (Y | Xi , X j ) − Vi − V j

(7)

and so on. Xi refers to uncertain input variable i and X∼i indicates the set of all variables except Xi . The
overall contribution of input variable i to the resulting variance is called global sensitivity index defined
as
Si =

Vi
Var(Y )

(8)

where Var(Y ) is defined in equation 5.
UptimAI’s sensitivity analysis [20] is performed using the Monte Carlo simulation directly to the fulldimensional model. This process is done independently for each input variable to examine variance
sensitivity. The SA results of the ELD example are listed in Table 2. The most influential variables are
shown.
Variable
name
x72
x74
...
x80
...
x102
x104

Sensitivity
variance
0.45%
0.84%
...
0.84%
...
2.57%
3.37%

Variable
name
x73
x75
...
x81
...
x103
x105

Sensitivity
variance
0.83%
0.87%
...
33.29%
...
2.54%
3.47%

Table 2: Global sensitivity indices
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The results of the most influential variables are shown in Figure 1. We choose the filter-based SA method
with the threshold set to 5%. The threshold is highlighted in the figure as a red line. The global sensitivity
index of the x81 variable is the only one over the threshold.

Figure 1: Global Sensitivity Indices

3.2 Feature-selected model
Using the results from SA, we select the most influential variables (over the threshold). In our case,
only variable x81 is selected to represent the final statistics. All the other non-influential input variables
are fixed to nominal values. Hence, model response F(Pk , Pl ) is dependent on the set of uncertain input
variables (Pk )k=1,...,K and a set of nominal inputs variables (Pl )l=1,...,L .
Note that we assign individual input variable to Pk if its global sensitivity index is over a 5% threshold.
Otherwise, the variable is assigned to the Pl set. For the Pk set, we use probability distributions defined
in Table 1. For the Pl set, the variable is fixed to its nominal value.
For the presented ELD problem we excluded all input variables, except for variable x81. The final PDF
is shown in Figure 2. According to the shape, it is obviously not a normal distribution.
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Figure 2: PDF of the feature-selected model

3.3 Full Dimensional Model
For the full-dimensional model, we assume the following model: F(Pi ) is considering all input variables,
i.e. i = 1, . . . , N. All variables acknowledge PDFs defined in Table 1. Then model response F has the
following probability density function.
Based on the Figure 3, it is clearly visible that the response output of the ELD problem is normally
distributed with the mean value around 24 millions.
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Figure 3: PDF of the full-dimensional model

3.4 Model comparison
Let us now consider a comparison of the previously shown figures. Obviously, the PDF of the featureselected model (Figure 2) differs significantly from the PDF of the full-dimensional model (Figure 3).
Two main differences can be seen, namely the shape and the position of the resulting PDFs (Figure 4).
To compare the position of PDFs, we use three statistics: mean, median and mode. Table 3 shows a
comparison for both models.
Statistics
mean
median
mode

Full-dimensional model
24 137 492.12
24 085 838.18
24 017 408.25

Feature-selected model
23 588 020.23
23 405 351.93
23 262 748.57

Table 3: Compared statistics

We performed two normality tests (Shapiro-Wilkinson [21] and D’Agostino’s K-squared [22]) for both
models. The p-values for both tests are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison of PDFs

Statistical
hypotesis
test
Shapiro-Wilkinson
D’Agostino’s K-squared

p-value
Full-dimensional Feature-selected
model
model
0.40
0.00
0.41
0.00

Table 4: Comparison of p-values
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Monte Carlo confirmation

To confirm the results obtained by the UptimAI’s algorithm, we generated the PDFs of both models, i.e.
the feature-selected model and the full-dimensional model. To these models the Monte Carlo simulation
was applied using 100000 samples. The results are shown in Figure 5 where the phenomenon ”many
times nothing killed a horse” can be observed. The model with the neglected input variables is significantly different from the full-dimensional model. Hence, the commonly used method for dimension
reduction in the field of SA, such as filtering on variance-based global sensitivity indices, has failed in
this case. Not considering the low-influential input variables led to low accuracy of the final model. The
accurate model was obtained with UptimAI’s unique algorithm.
We confirmed both errors using statistical properties such as mean, median and mode. In the ELD
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example, the dimension reduction method caused an error of the 105 order.

Figure 5: Monte Carlo simulations

Additionaly the shapes of the PDFs are clearly different, i.e. the full-dimensional model has a normal
distribution, while feature-selected model has not.
5

Conclusion

Using a standard dimension reduction methods can be very risky. On the example of the ELD problem,
we showed that uncertainty propagation considering dimensional reduction can lead to a significant error.
This was shown on two models:
• feature-selected model (applied sensitivity analysis based reduction)
• full-dimensional model
where uncertain distributions were propagated and results were compared.
The statistical results of these two models proved that dimension reduction cannot be applied so simply.
However, more research in this topic is needed to confirm our findings. Our future research will focus on
other dimension reduction methods such as PCA or Isomap, to approve our results.
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